Albeit the recent progress in single image 3D human pose estimation due to the convolutional neural network, it is still challenging to handle real scenarios such as highly occluded scenes. In this paper, we propose to address the problem of single image 3D human pose estimation with occluded measurements by exploiting the Euclidean distance matrix (EDM). Specifically, we present two approaches based on EDM, which could effectively handle occluded joints in 2D images. The first approach is based on 2D-to-2D distance matrix regression achieved by a simple CNN architecture. The second approach is based on sparse coding along with a learned over-complete dictionary. Experiments on the Human3.6M dataset show the excellent performance of these two approaches in recovering occluded observations and demonstrate the improvements in accuracy for 3D human pose estimation with occluded joints. 1
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the commonly adopted pipeline in estimating 3D human pose from a single image [11] , [18] , [20] , [21] , which generally consists of two consecutive steps: 1) use 2D joints detectors to localize joints in 2D image space and 2) estimate 3D pose from these observations by regressors learned from motion capture datasets. However, there is an inherent issue with this pipeline when applying in the uncontrolled real world scenarios. For images captured in the wild, there is a high possibility that human's bodies are occluded by each other or by other objects. The occluded joints could significantly affect the performance of 3D pose estimation in the second stage [11] , [18] , [20] (see Fig. 1 for an example). This practical and challenging problem has not been properly addressed [18] , [20] [11] , [21] .
In this paper, we proposed to tackle the above mentioned occluded joints problem by resorting to the Euclidean distance matrix, which is an efficient representation for pose in both 2D and 3D. Specifically, we are interested in recovering the occluded joints in 2D space and integrating it with 3D pose estimation pipeline. In order to examine the performance of our 2D occluded joints recovery approaches in the pipeline, we choose a state-of-the-art distance matrix regression based 3D human pose estimation method [11] as baseline.
In the general topic of occlusion handling, there have been various methods that could be explored to handle occluded joints. Sparse coding or dictionary based solutions recovers the occluded/missing measurements by a sparse linear combination of samples from the dictionary [7] . Furthermore, 1 Yuchao Dai is the corresponding author (daiyuchao@gmail.com). Fig. 1 . Illustration of the two-step pipeline for handling occluded joints in 3D human pose estimation. Given occluded 2D human pose estimation as input, our approach successfully recovers the complete 3D human pose. many kinds of regressors have been built from motion capture datasets to enable the mapping from occluded pose to complete pose [16] . The occluded limbs could also be restricted by introducing kinematic and orientation constraints [13] .
Instead of representing N joints of one pose in the Cartesian space by a N × 2 vector in 2D space or a N × 3 vector in 3D space, we use a N × N Euclidean distance matrix (EDM), which consists of the Euclidean distance between each pair of joints. EDM owns three benefits 1) EDM is invariant to the image rotation and translation; 2) EDM is a way of encoding N separate joints and obtaining the correlation between each pair of joints which benefits occluded joints recovery and 3) EDM based system is embeddable to our pipeline.
Based on EDM, we have developed two approached which achieve remarkable performance in recovering occluded joints. The first one is a CNN regressor. We build a fully convolutional neural network to achieve the mapping from incomplete EDM (2D EDM with occluded joints) to the corresponding complete EDM, inspired by the DMR. The second one is the sparse coder. Learned from sparse representation method for 3D pose estimation [21] , the incomplete EDM could be recovered by sparse coding associated with the observed part [11] , which is built upon the complete 2D measurement matrix. In this work, we use this framework as a baseline and extend the framework to handle occluded 2D joints. Retrained FConv is the above FConv which is retrained on the dataset with corresponding number of joints missed *This is the error of Retrained FConv tested on no missing joint dataset of incomplete EDMs and an over-complete dictionary which is learned from a large set of complete EDMs provided by the Human3.6M dataset [8] , [9] .
II. BASELINE
We choose DMR [11] as our baseline to evaluate the performance of our 2D joints recovery methods. DMR is a recent state-of-the-art 3D human pose estimation method which adopts the two-step pipeline (see Fig. 2 ). In this paper, we are more interested in the distance matrix regression from 2D to 3D.
A. DMR Step Two
DMR uses two types of neural networks to achieve 2D-to-3D regression. DMR represents 2D and 3D poses in EDM space rather than Cartesian space. 1) EDM: For a pose P consisting of N ×2 or N ×3 vectors (the coordinates of N joints in 2D or 3D in Cartesian space), the corresponding N × N EDM E is calculated as:
2) Neural Network Regressors: DMR adopts two types of neural networks. The first one is a fully connected network (FConn) [11] which includes three fully connected layers. The second one is a fully convolutional network (FConv) [11] , which is more robust to occluded joints and is the foundation of our first method. Fig. 2 is obtained from the original paper [11] , which shows the structure of FConv. We could see both the input EDM and output EDM are N × N matrix (N = 14 in this case). The architecture consists of two convolution layers and two deconvolution layers followed by one more convolution layer at the end to compress 64 matrices into one.
B. Implementation and Experiment
During our implementation of FConv, we do not apply the matrix symmetrization layer to enforce the symmetrization, as we would like to see whether the network could learn this feature. We use caffe [10] , which is a brilliant deep learning framework, to implement the architecture and training with the same training settings in the original paper of DMR [11] .
In this paper, we define the performance metric of network learning as follow:
where E est is the estimated 3D pose EDM and E gt is the ground truth of corresponding 3D pose EDM. Err is an N ×N matrix, which represents the percentage of difference between each element in estimation and ground truth matrix. Then,
where Err ave is the average error of one pose without considering the diagonal of the matrix, as the values on diagonal do not contribute to pose estimation and do not affect the accuracy. (3) is the main error measure we use in this paper.
To perform the experiment on the baseline we build, we choose to use the Human3.6M dataset [8] , [9] . Human3.6M provides a subset, called Human80K, which has a more straightforward internal organization. Human80K provides 2D joints positions in image pixels and corresponding 3D joints positions in the real world (mm) covering 15 action categories. We divide 5/6 of the data as training data and the rest as testing data. In Table I , the second row shows the testing results of the network trained with EDMs with no occluded joints on testing sets with from zero to three occluded joints correspondingly. As we can see, the regressor performs well when no joints are missing. However, the error shows an obvious increase when missing joints exist and increase significantly as the number of missing joints increase. These observations motivate our approaches in The weakness to occluded observations brings the demand for missing joints recovery methods.
III. OUR APPROACHES

A. Scaling and Representation of Occluded Joints
In order to benefit from EDM' s scaling invariance feature, we need to normalize the 2D poses by transforming the coordinates of 2D joints into [-1 1]. However, this would naturally bring a problem of how to normalize poses partial joints are occluded. To resolve the difficulty, we come up with two representation in dealing with the occluded joints.
The first one is called 'zero' . Assuming the set of all observed joints of a pose is P ob , P ob is a subset of the whole pose set P. Let the number of observed joints be n, we first normalize the set P ob , and get the corresponding n × n EDM ob using (1). For p i , p j ∈ P and p x , p y ∈ P ob , the full size N × N EDM of pose P is calculated as follows:
The second process is 'average' . We fill the coordinates of occluded joints with the average values of the coordinates of all observed joints. We normalize the N ×2 joints coordination set. The complete N × N EDM is calculated using (1).
The first representation method sets occluded joints corresponding rows and columns in EDM to be zero, while the second one sets average values to occluded joints coordinates and normalizes the joints coordination set as normal. These two representations bring different features on the final EDM. The first one sets zeros to corresponding occluded area in EDM, while the second produces a more regular EDM.
These two representations have a common drawback. With the highest and lowest joints observed, which joints are occluded would not affect the normalization results of observed joints. However, if the highest or lowest joints are missed, the normalization results of all other joints would show observed differences compared with the results when they are not occluded. This inconsistency of normalization performance brings the primary source of error to our joints recovery methods, particularly in the second one.
B. FConv
The DMR attempts to increase FConv's robustness to joints occlusion by retraining their FConv network using incomplete EDMs with random rows and columns set to zero. We retrained and tested our application on datasets with one to three joints missed separately and Table I shows the results. We could see some improvement of this method compared with the performance of the previous network, but there is still a considerable potential for improvement. Also, we could see retrained method decreases the performance of network significantly on testing data with no occluded joints.
Retrain method proves that FConv has the potential to recover the occluded joints in 2D space. We believe that the shallow layers and relatively simple structure of FConv limit its ability in handling 2D-to-3D regression and joints recovery at the same time. Thus, we propose to use this network architecture to recover occluded 2D joints. We randomly pick one, two and three joints of each pose in 2D to be occluded joints. The methods use incomplete 2D joints EDMs as data and corresponding complete 2D joints EDMs as label to form the training and testing dataset. As the output is also a single N × N matrix, we could use the same FConv structure as we applied in the baseline. In this way, FConv will take a 2D EDM E with the occluded area as input and output a 2D EDM E re with corresponding recovered area. The work flow of this method is shown in Fig. 3 .
C. Sparse Coding based Solution 1) Sparse Representation of EDM: Because EDM is symmetric, and all the diagonal values zeros, we only need N (N − 1)/2 = 91(N = 14) elements to represent an N × N EDM in order to save computation cost and storage space. Inspired from a model of sparse representation for 3D shape estimation [21] , [22] , every 91 dimensional vector T could be represented as a linear combination of each basis B of a pre-learned over-complete dictionary D:
where T is the transformed version of a EDM, B i is one of the basis 91 × 1 vector in D and c i is the corresponding weight. This sparse representation owns the ability to model large variates of human pose, which is EDMs in this case [1] , [22] , [21] . The over-complete dictionary D, which is
is learned from a large motion capture dataset to enable encoding features of enormous EDMs.
2) Occluded Joints Recovery: As D is over-complete, the unobserved elements of T could be recovered by inferring observed parts with basic vectors B. This formulates the recovery problem into a sparse coding problem. For retrieving unobserved elements set M in T, we get:
where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 91 and D sub = {B sub1 B sub2 ...B subk }. Now, we get a occluded joints unrelated sparse coding problem { T sub , D sub , c }, which requires to find c which minimizes the following function:
where λ is the penalty term which enforces the sparsity of c. We introduce a sparse coding solution which is part of Kernel version of the sparse representation classifier application which is implemented with CVX [4] , [19] , [2] , [3] to solve the problem (7) . After we get C, then could get recovered T re is calculated as follow:
The demonstration of this method is in Fig. 4 for easier understanding. Fig. 4 . A flow chart of our sparse coding based 2D joint recovery approach, which is built upon dictionary learning. We first solve a sparse coding problem to localize the sparse poses from which we recover the complete pose. 3) Dictionary Learning: As mentioned above, the dictionary we used should be big enough so that it could model large variates of EDMs and enable good recovery performance. In this case, dictionary learning techniques are necessary to learn a dictionary out of big training dataset. Basically, the dictionary learning problem is formulated as follows:
where S is the training dataset, α is the corresponding weights set. The connection between (9) and (7) is that S and α consist of multiple T sub s and cs respectively. The difference is (9) has two variables while (7) only has one.
To solve the problem, we choose the method that updates α and D alternatively. When D is fixed, S and α could be separated into multiple individual samples Ts and corresponding Cs. In this way, the problem is divided into multiple sparse coding problems which could be solved by Fig. 5 . Errave and time of sparse coding with different number of dictionary bases. (7) . When α is fixed, this becomes a least-squares problem, and lots of solution are developed to solve it, like the K-SVD [17] . However, these methods become time-consuming when dictionary and training set are too large. Thus, we introduce an on-line dictionary learning method to update D at this stage based on stochastic approximations [12] with high efficiency in large training sets. The Matlab code of this algorithm we use is from [5] , [6] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As we concern the recovery results of occluded joints, there is one more step that we could form the final recovered EDM E f from E re and T re
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 14, 1 ≤ j ≤ 14, E and E re are the input and output of our recovery method respectively and P ob is the set of observed joints for pose set P. In terms of T re , we need to reform this 91 × 1 vector back into 14 × 14 matrix E re and then use (10) . Equation (10) tells we only need the values in corresponding rows and columns of occluded joints in E re and assign them back to the original input E. In a perfect world, we do not need (10) because the recovery method is designed to find a full matrix from its knowledge that fit the values in observed parts of input matrix perfectly. But in practice, it cannot always find the exact fit. Hence, we need to use Eq-(10) to extract the values of recovered occluded parts in E re without introducing unnecessary error. To measure the performance of our recovery methods, we use (3) and (2) by simply replacing the E est with E f . As mentioned in baseline, we decide to use Human80K, a subset of Human3.6M [8] , [9] , to conduct experiments on our occluded joints recovery methods. Human80K provides over 50,000 samples covering 15 action categories. To ensure the consistency with our baseline, we use the same division of training and testing dataset to perform training and testing independently. As the dataset is relatively small, training is done over all action categories, while testing is carried out in each category separately. Human80K provides 2D human pose with 2D joints coordinates in image pixels. For each set of 2D joints P, we randomly pick one, two and three joints to be occluded independently to form three different 2D joints sets. Along with original one, we get four different 2D joints sets from one pose. Then we use our two types of representations to normalize and form the corresponding EDMs. For each type of normalization method, we get three occluded EDMs, which are from three occluded joints sets, and one complete EDM, which is from the original joints set.
A. FConv
We did experiments on one to three occluded joints EDMs separately and then mixed them together to do an overall experiment. As the values of the 14×14 matrix are all fed into the network, we did the experiment of our network on two datasets which are generated by two occluded joints representation methods to compare the performance of these two occluded joints representation methods. Then we feed the recovery results to our baseline and measure the performance. Finally, we connect our network which is trained on mixed missing joints dataset and the baseline network in sequel. Then we use mixed missing joints EDMs as data and corresponding 3D EDMs as label to retain the connected network to see if there are any further improvement.
B. Sparse Coding
Since the corresponding values of occluded joints in T is not going into our sparse coding algorithm, we choose the 'average' as the type of representation method would not affect the performance of the algorithm. For this method, the number of basis vector in the dictionary would be tricky as it directly affects the ability to recover occluded parts in EDMs. We test from 100 to 2000 bases of the dictionary and test the performance of corresponding sparse coding methods on mixed occluded joints dataset. As shown in Fig. 5 , we decide to use 2000 in the following experiment with the consideration of accuracy and computation time consumption. It is worth noting that, rather than FConv, we only train our dictionary on complete EDMs as we hope the dictionary encode the features of human poses with complete joint sets.
C. Comparison of Performance
Overall, from Table II , we could see our two approached do outstanding works in recovering occluded EDMs. With the increase of the number of occluded joints, it is more difficult to recover the EDMs. Also, we could figure out some of the categories, like 'Sit', 'SitD' and 'Smoke', are always harder than others for our methods. After we applied our methods in the baseline ('applyzero', 'applyave' and 'applyspar'), we could see the significant improvement of performance of the system under conditions of one to three random joints occluded. Also, the result of our retrained network with the connection of FConv recovery net and baseline ('zero+basl' and 'ave+basl') further improved in most categories compared with the result of simple applications ('applyzero' and 'applyave').
For comparison, we could see that the results of sparse coding are better than FConv in all categories for both recover measurement and performance in pipeline applications. However, sparse coding is much more unstable than FConv. The variance of sparse coding of 'sparMix' on 'Overall' is 190.98, while the variance of 'zeroMix' on 'Overall' is only 119.85. Fig. 6 shows sparse coding could precisely recover the occluded joints in most time, but it could also be far from the ground truth. When we look further into the samples, the large error of sparse coding always happen when the drawback of representation that we mentioned before occur. On the other hand, FConv' s performance is much stable. Even the error of FConv also raises when the weakness of representation occur, but the increase would be relatively smaller. Compared with 'zero' occluded joints representation methods, 'average' is little less competitive in overall performance, but it tends to perform better in the 'hard' categories.
Running Time For computation time, with the benefits of advanced deep learning techniques in both software and hardware and differences in computation complexity, FConv approach is processed much faster on GPU (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070) with average 0.00018s per sample while sparse coding on CPU (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700K at 4.00GHz) needs 1.85s per sample on average. V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed two effective approaches for occluded joints recovery in 3D human pose estimation based on the Euclidean Distance Matrix. The first approach uses deep neural networks to enable the regression between occluded and complete distance matrix. The second approach uses a learned over-complete dictionary as knowledge to achieve much more precise results. Both approaches achieve super performance over state-of-the-art methods. In future, we would like to exploit the connection between these two approaches and integration of both approaches under a unified framework. Furthermore, extending the current single image based approach to videos [14] , [15] is another interesting direction.
